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THE CHALLENGE: PROFILE THIS “AMERICAN TALIBAN”

As an intelligence analyst for a federal agency, your mission is to use open source material to
build a profile of Adam Pearlman, a U.S. cizen believed to have joined the Taliban. You need to
examine thousands of web pages, blogs, forums and other public media for any informaon about
him, in English as well as Arabic, Urdu, French, Russian, Chinese and many other languages. You
don’t know what aliases he uses or what nicknames others use when referring to him. Most of the
languages will be unfamiliar to you – you may not even recognize the script for some of them. It’s
like looking for the proverbial needle in a haystack, except you don’t know what the needle looks
like.

?
Adam Pearlman (1999) Adam Pearlman (2001)

Where do you start? How do you filter all this unstructured content, in English and other
languages, and be confident that you can find all material relevant to Adam Pearlman that’s
publicly available? You need to examine text in languages that differ greatly from English (and each
other) and establish context that allows you to recognize the aliases he might use. You also need
to know how his various idenes could be rendered in different languages and scripts so you can
conduct a meaningful search.

PLATFORM FOR MULTILINGUAL ANALYSIS

To solve this type of classic OSINT problem, the intelligence community relies on linguisc
soluons from Basis Technology. Our Rosee® plaorm uses the world’s most advanced natural
language processing soware to find relevant informaon buried in terabytes of unstructured text,
in dozens of languages — quickly, accurately and efficiently. Rosee components easily plug into
the text extracon, data mining and other applicaons that are part of the intelligence worker’s
arsenal to provide an automated pipeline for mullingual intelligence. The result: a quantum
leap in efficiency for translators, linguists and intelligence workers, allowing them to focus on
invesgang leads rather than thrashing with huge volumes of irrelevant material.

Let’s see how Rosee components can extract relevant informaon from massive volumes of open
source material in mulple languages so you can build a meaningful dossier on Adam Pearlman.
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Step 1: Idenfy languages and convert to Unicode
Component: Rosee Language Idenfier (RLI) — RLI idenfies the languages and encoding within
a large, heterogeneous collecon of mul-language text, such as all the global web pages that may
have informaon about your quarry. It then converts the text to Unicode to provide a single data
source for further processing, regardless of language.

RLI automacally recognizes and converts 55 different languages, including leading Asian, European and
Middle Eastern languages
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Step 2: Perform a complete linguisc analysis
Component: Rosee Base Linguiscs (RBL) — Many languages have characteriscs that make
accurate text searching and processing impossible without a linguisc analysis to idenfy word
breaks, sentence boundaries, compound nouns and other elements that determine meaning
in a document. RBL examines the mul-language text stream and performs a highly accurate
morphological analysis that provides a foundaon for downstream processing.

Rosee Base Linguiscs works with the specific features of a given language: punctuaon, actual words,
word forms and affixes. This yields far more accurate results than stascal-based approaches, which can
mistakenly produce non-words that result in false posive search results. RBL understands which languages
are being used and where in an open source document.
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Step 3: Establish context and extract leads
Component: Rosee Enty Extractor (REX) — REX establishes context within a block of text to
idenfy enes—people, places, organizaons, dates and many other types of enes embedded
in unstructured text documents. This ability to look at words in context provides capabilies far
beyond standard keyword matching – it idenfies potenally relevant names and terms that
were previously unknown to you. REX locates generic enes as well as specific names, locaons,
phone numbers, email addresses, etc. so you can uncover new leads and see their relaonship to
informaon you already have.

REX locates specific references such as a person, “Ghadan” or a place “California” (Kalifurnyia). This is the first
step in the process of idenfying and extracng important informaon from documents, in preparaon for the
informaon to be further structured and analyzed by other applicaons.

Fuzzy matching using stascal modeling helps determine if an enty resides within a document,
rather than simply referring to a list of possibilies, and risk overlooking a variaon.
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Step 4: Find cross-language matches
Component: Rosee Name Indexer (RNI) — Now you know what names to look for, but a specific
name in one language can oen be rendered in many legimate ways in another. RNI is a cross-
language name search engine that finds plausible matches in mulple languages and scripts.
A search or query containing a single spelling of a name will automacally match any plausible
alternave spellings, even in documents wrien in other alphabets (e.g. Arabic, Chinese, or
Russian). Matching names are returned with a confidence-ranked match score from 0 to 100%.

Adam Pearlman (1999) Adam Pearlman (2001)

Using these new leads, you can conduct more meaningful searches and apply your exisng tools
to examine relaonships between names, organizaons, locaons and other evidence uncovered
using REX or already on file. You’ll know Adam Pearlman a lot beer than before, so you can start
to answer quesons like these: What are people saying about him? Who are his associates? What
has he been up to? Where could he be now? It’s an example of how Basis Technology can help you
assemble open source evidence with confidence, from any language.

Deploys in Minutes
Make your own OSINT applicaon mullingual. Basis Technology linguiscs soware integrates
seamlessly with data mining, link analysis, and other applicaons used to examine and analyze
open source content. By plugging in the Rosee API, intelligence professionals get instant access
to unique linguiscs capabilies covering major European, Asian and Middle Eastern languages.
The result: the ability to extract relevant informaon buried within a mountain of unstructured
mullingual text, with the accuracy, speed and thoroughness that today’s intelligence challenges
demand.


